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SAGE ABRA ToolkiT

AdvAncEd cUSToMiZATion

Easily tailor menus, processes, actions, 
reports, toolbars, screens and fields 
within Sage Abra HRMS to match your 
organization’s unique business requirements. 

BETTER oRGAniZATion

You decide how information is categorized 
and viewed with complete control 
over how your organization captures 
information within the system. 

SpEcify oRdER And foRMAT

Specify the format and order of actions 
and processes, change the order of panels 
within menus, the order of reports, even 
remove individual reports from within 
groups, or entire report groups as a whole. 

EnHAncEd inTEGRATion

Maximize your organization’s effectiveness 
with a fully integrated solution that gives 
you the power to customize virtually any 
Sage Abra module. 

Tailor Sage Abra HRMS to meet the unique demands of your organization with Sage Abra 
Toolkit. It includes superior features and functionality that enable you to create menus, 
processes, actions, reports, screens and fields so you can get the most out of your Sage Abra 
HRMS solution. With Abra Toolkit you can customize the way Sage Abra HRMS looks and 
functions so you can effectively track and record information important to your organization. 
With the power to modify menus and panels, change actions and processes, even adjust 
reports and toolbars, Abra Toolkit provides you with tremendous flexibility to maximize the 
benefits of Sage Abra HRMS. 

Abra Toolkit gives you ultimate control over how information is categorized and how it is 
viewed. You can create new fields or whole new panels to capture information in your Sage 
Abra database. You can also create new actions for employees, applicants, and requisitions 
and change the order of existing actions and processes. Additionally, it enables you to create 
new groups of custom reports and change the order of panels within reports. With Abra 
Toolkit, you’ll have a fully integrated solution that gives your HR department total flexibility in 
meeting your organization’s special requirements. 

From developing innovative products to providing award-winning customer support, Sage 
Software is dedicated to surpassing your expectations. Our software is supported by a 
nationwide network of Certified Business Partners who are your resource for implementation, 
training, service, and support. For more information about Sage Abra Toolkit, please contact 
your local Sage Software Business Partner, call us toll free directly at 800-424-9392, or visit 
our Web site at www.sageabra.com.

Available with: 

Sage Abra HRMS v8.1 or higher  
Sage Abra Suite - U.S. Edition 
Sage Abra Suite - Canada Edition
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fEATURES

Advanced customization Give your HR staff the tools they need to make Sage Abra HRMS work its hardest for your organization. Abra Toolkit includes powerful 
 features that allow you to customize menus and panels, change actions, processes, and even augment reports and toolbars. 
   

Better organization With Sage Abra Toolkit you’ll have complete control over how information is categorized and viewed. You can create new actions for 
 employees, applicants, and requisitions. Create new groups of custom reports developed in Crystal Reports® and custom panels with 
 individualized toolbar icons.

Specify format and order With Sage Abra Toolkit, you’re in complete control. Easily create new actions for employees, applicants and requisitions. Change the 
 order of actions and processes and panels within menus. Create custom panels with customized toolbar icons. You can also add, 
 remove or change the order of steps within actions, change the order of reports, and remove individual reports from within groups, 
 or entire report groups as a whole. Abra Toolkit even lets you create new groups of custom reports developed within Crystal Reports.

Boost productivity with As part of Sage Abra HRMS, Abra Toolkit gives you total control over the customization of your HR information 
complete integration system resulting better productivity across your organization.
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